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Abstract: Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) are physical systems whose operations are coordinated,
monitored, and controlled by computing and communication functions. These systems are typically
heterogeneous, including Internet of Things and information technology subsystems, and can present
a myriad of implementation details, making them very complex systems. An important type of
CPS is a maritime container terminal (cargo port), which is a facility where cargo containers are
transported between ships and land vehicles for onward transportation and vice versa. A cargo
port performs four basic functions: receiving, storing, staging, and loading for both import and
export containers. We present here process patterns that describe the functional aspects of cargo
ports and a pattern that describes their structural properties (patterns are encapsulated solutions to
recurrent problems). These patterns describe semantic aspects found in any cargo port and can be
adapted to describe other CPSs. We decompose these process patterns into use cases that describe
their interactions with the system. We then integrate the process patterns with structural patterns to
assemble a partial reference architecture (RA) that shows the interactions of all the patterns while also
indicating the typical stakeholders found in all ports. We validate the proposed reference architecture,
highlighting its theoretical and practical value. Software and system designers of cargo ports need to
start from a conceptual and abstract view that is subsequently refined to add more details. The use of
reference architectures and patterns is an effective way to organize and describe the functional and
non-functional aspects of a system, as well as to unify the design of all its aspects. This is, until now,
the only published RA for cargo ports, and it can be a useful guideline for the designers of any type
of cargo port.

Keywords: maritime transportation; cargo port; cyber-physical systems; IoT; software patterns;
process patterns; design science

1. Introduction

Cyber-physical systems (CPSs) are systems that integrate computational resources and
communication capabilities with the control of activities in the physical world. Another
definition is [1]: “CPSs are integrations of computation with physical processes. Embedded
computers and networks monitor and control the physical processes, usually with feedback
loops where physical processes affect computations and vice versa”. The components of a
CPS can be centralized or distributed and typically include embedded devices, sensors, ac-
tuators, and wireless links (see Figure 1). CPSs are often safety-critical because their failure
could endanger lives or cause significant economic losses. CPS may include as components
Internet of Things (IoT) and Information Technology (IT) subsystems and can be studied
as a system of systems, although we do not do that here. CPSs can be structured into at
least five architectural levels [1]: a process layer involving field instrumentation, a basic
control layer, a supervisory control layer, a process management control layer involving
application servers, and a corporate network layer. CPSs require a high level of adaptability
because of continuously evolving conditions and need situation awareness and modifia-
bility [2]. They may include legacy systems, and they increasingly include humans in the
loop. Typically, they use combinations of commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) components
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and real-time operating systems, as well as products from different vendors using different
protocols. Many CPS also need to follow government or industrial regulations [3]. The
design of CPS systems requires consideration of several disciplines, such as embedded
systems, computers, communications, and others, and the software is embedded in devices
whose principal function is not only computation. However, we are concerned here only
with software aspects that are pervasive in modern systems.
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CPSs can be very complex systems and may comprise a multitude of systems, compo-
nents, and implementations; they can be classified as massively interconnected, complicated
systems [4]. To be able to understand their interactions and perform their design, we need
to consider their global architectures and apply abstraction, focusing on their fundamental
properties. A reference architecture (RA) is a generic software architecture, based on one
or more domains, that does not include implementation details [5,6]. An RA is reusable,
extensible, and configurable; it also provides guidelines for interoperability and portability.
RAs can be seen as patterns for complete architectures and can be instantiated into concrete
software architectures by adding platform aspects [5]. A software pattern is an encapsu-
lated solution to a recurrent software problem and defines a vocabulary that concisely
expresses requirements and solutions, as well as provides a communication vocabulary
for the involved stakeholders [7,8]. A reference architecture built using patterns is a useful
way for designers to describe the system and analyze security and other non-functional
aspects. Specifically, for CPSs, these abstraction artifacts have become not only very useful
to understand and building these complex systems but also have the potential to unify the
design of the computational, communication, and control aspects of CPSs, especially in the
presence of the many implementation details of their component units.

There are many types of CPSs, such as those in aerospace, automotive, chemical
processes, healthcare, manufacturing, and transportation. Our objective is not to define an
RA for any type of CPS, but we will consider a specific type of system, a transportation
system, specifically a maritime container cargo port. As we discuss in Section 7, an analysis
of the relevant literature found that there are not many reference architectures for cargo
ports ([9] and Section 7). We show here a cargo port RA built of patterns described using
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UML models. We consider this effort the first attempt to define a precise and semiformal
architecture for these systems. We believe that an abstract, semiformal approach is the
most practical design approach given the complexity of the systems we are considering.
That is not to say that parts of the architectures cannot be formally modelled; UML models
can be complemented with formal descriptions such as OCL [10], and with them, we can
make this architecture more formal if needed [11]. Furthermore, patterns and RAs can be
converted into ontologies, which are even more precise descriptions and allow for proving
some formal properties [12]. Note that for CPSs, it is also possible to define reference
architectures that include several levels [4,13,14]. The lower levels of those architectures
have many common aspects, but we are concerned only with the semantic aspects of port
operations, so we will focus only on the higher levels.

We first assemble a set of process patterns (a CPS process describes a physical process,
e.g., the purification of water). A software process is more general; it describes a sequence
of steps to accomplish some objective, e.g., teaching a course. Here, process patterns
(which describe software processes) describe the functions performed by cargo ports. These
patterns include ship arrivals and departures; port drayage (the transport of containerized
cargo by specialized trucking/railway companies between a maritime port terminal and
an inland distribution point or a rail terminal [15]); container terminal physical structure
(the physical units used in the port); and port loading/unloading (the activities of loading
and unloading containers) [16]. Each process pattern includes one or more use cases. A
use case represents a complete interaction between the users and the system; each use
case is associated with a set of actors that correspond to some of the stakeholders of the
system. The complete patterns have been published in conferences; we show here only their
important sections; some have been modified. These patterns result in a partial RA for a
cargo port. We used this architecture as the basis for a security reference architecture, where
defenses against identified threats have been added [17], so this article is a complement to
that article.

We make it clear that we are not presenting a model for a specific port or type of
port. Patterns and RAs are generic models intended for system and software designers.
Our models are abstractions of fundamental aspects found by studying the structure and
operations of several cargo ports around the world. Because of this, regulations, standards,
and trade models (e.g., single-window strategy) are not relevant. A complete model is also
beyond the possibilities of two people, so this is a partial model, and we do not claim this
model to be complete.

Our contributions include:

- A set of process/structure patterns that describe the functional aspects of a reference
architecture for cargo ports. These patterns describe semantic aspects found in any
cargo port and can be adapted or extended to describe other CPSs.

- A decomposition of the cargo port process patterns into use cases that describe its
actor interactions with the system. The use cases are dynamic models that complement
the structural models of the port.

- A partial reference architecture that shows how to integrate these process patterns
with structural patterns, indicating the typical stakeholders found in all ports. We
know of no other reference architecture for cargo ports (see Section 7).

- A validation of the proposed RA that highlights its theoretical and practical value.

Although we describe only a partial RA, we show the method to build it, which can be
used by others to complete it. From an academic point of view, this partial RA is sufficient,
but in an industrial environment, it should be completed. Our main audience includes
software architects working with CPS and port experts building cargo port systems. The
rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents some background information
on patterns and reference architectures as well as a description of the basic aspects of
container cargo ports and their operations. In Section 3, we introduce the process patterns
and list their main actors and use cases (UCs). Section 4 describes in detail each process
pattern, while Section 5 shows a partial RA for a cargo port using these patterns. Section 6
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validates the RA, while Section 7 inspects related work and puts our work in perspective.
We end with conclusions and future work in Section 8.

2. Background
2.1. Patterns and Reference Architectures

We present a summary of the concepts of software patterns and reference architectures,
which are fundamental to understanding our work. A pattern is a solution to a recurrent
problem in a given context; it embodies the knowledge and experience of software experts
and can be used for new applications and to guide inexperienced designers. Patterns are
described using structured templates that contain sections that define specific information
about the problem being solved and its solution, along with recommendations about its
use. A frequent way to describe a pattern solution comes in the form of a UML class
diagram, complemented with some sequence diagrams that describe dynamic aspects of
the use cases and possibly activity or state diagrams. A problem section defines a recurrent
problem and the set of forces that constrain its solution. Once the solution is presented, a
section on the consequences indicates how well the forces were satisfied by the solution as
well as the possible negative aspects of it, such as the extra overhead. An implementation
section provides hints on how to use the pattern in an application, indicating what steps
are needed and possible realizations. A section on related patterns indicates other patterns
that complement the pattern or that provide alternative solutions [18]. This level of detail
and precision allows system designers and developers to use them as guidelines to build
systems, and for users to understand the effect of the mechanisms they represent. Patterns
are also useful for communication between designers and to evaluate and reengineer
existing systems [7]. Patterns are applied to designs by instantiating them, which requires
tailoring them to the rest of the design, e.g., removing some classes, changing names, or
deleting attributes; that is, a pattern behaves like a type in a programming language. The
use of patterns for system design is grounded in the principles of design science [19], and
several pattern conferences each year introduce new patterns as well as applications of this
design style.

There are several types of patterns, such as design and architecture patterns, that can
be used to build flexible and extensible systems [7,8]. Security patterns are used to build
secure systems by describing ways to control their threats, fix their vulnerabilities, and
provide security attributes [20]. Misuse patterns describe how attacks are performed from
the point of view of an attacker [21,22]. They define the environment where the attack is
performed, what security mechanisms are needed as countermeasures to stop it, and how
to find forensic information to trace the attack once it happens. Process patterns describe
the workflows of the activities required to perform some business objective, such as order
parts, schedule activities, or similar.

A reference architecture (RA) is a standardized, generic software architecture based on
a particular domain that does not contain implementation details [5,6,23]. It can be seen as
a type of pattern for whole architectures that can be instantiated into concrete architectures
by adding platform aspects [24]. There is no general agreement about what an RA should
contain [23]. Avgeriou [5] presents an example and describes what should be included in
one. Some groups define other types of reference architectures, including hardware and
other aspects, e.g., the Smart Grid Architecture Model (SGAM) [4,25] (see the section on
related work), but we are not concerned with those types here; we think of this RA as a
metamodel for concrete architectures defined as a PIM (Platform Independent Model) in
an MDE (Model Driven Engineering) methodology.

Security patterns can be added to the RA to handle their identified threats, resulting
in a security reference architecture (SRA). An SRA is an abstract architecture describing a
conceptual model of security for systems and providing a way to specify security require-
ments for a range of concrete architectures. The SRA is an extended RA where security
solutions have been added in appropriate places to provide some degree of security [17,26].
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As indicated earlier in another paper [17], we have defined an SRA for cargo ports that
complements this RA.

2.2. Cargo Ports

We present an overview of cargo ports as a general background on this type of port. As
indicated, our models are abstractions of real ports, and we have not intended to describe
every detail of ports.

2.2.1. Overview

For millennia, mankind has shipped goods across the oceans, from one land to another.
The loading and unloading of a ship have always been very labor-intensive. A ship could
easily spend more time in port than at sea while dock workers handled cargo in and out
of tight spaces below decks. The introduction of containerization has greatly simplified
this process, and nowadays goods can be moved seamlessly between ships, trucks, and
trains [27]. The U.S. Bureau of Transportation reports that more than seventy-seven percent
of freight tonnage entering the U.S. came by water, compared to 22 percent by land and
only 0.3 percent by air [28]. By any measure, marine transportation is the primary means
of moving goods and raw materials to and from the U.S. While the U.S. represents only
4.5 percent of the world’s population [29], it accounts for 9 percent of the worldwide
container traffic, with one container out of every eleven engaged in global trade either
bound for or originating in the U.S. [30]. The largest amount of cargo traffic in the world is
done by China [31]. The largest container ships can currently carry over 20,000 TEUs (a
TEU is the volume of a 20 ft. container).

Port automation has been playing an increasingly important role with the introduction
of robots, artificial intelligence, and other digital tools that keep the goods flowing into and
out of major ports. This technology is widely seen as the most efficient way for seaports to
cope with rising global shipping traffic and massive new ships that haul more and more
containers. By digitizing and automating activities once handled by human crane operators
and cargo haulers, seaports can reduce the amount of time ships sit in port and thus boost
port productivity by up to 30%, according to some estimates [32]. IoT advances have had a
strong impact on the automation of port activities, allowing the remote control of cranes
and vehicles.

2.2.2. Container Terminal Overview

Container terminals provide many services, i.e., container loading/unloading to and
from vessels and feeder ships for import or export purposes, internal container movement
from ships to stacking areas and vice versa, stacking containers in dedicated areas dis-
tributed in the terminal area, container inspection for customs requirements, refrigerated
containers handling and storage, etc. All the above processes require several shared and
reusable resources and equipment to fulfill the tasks involved in handling and transporting
containers, such as dock cranes, yard cranes, transport vehicles, yard stacking deposits,
automatic stacking cranes or automatic storage/retrieval systems, railway tracks, and
human operators. All processes and operations are usually planned, scheduled, monitored,
and controlled by a central supervisor and make use of information technologies and IoT
to allow fast shipping operations, optimize the usage of facilities, and reduce lag times [33].

A typical modern container terminal installation is represented in Figure 2 using UML
package notation. It includes [34]:

a. An area for port physical security and access control; this incorporates the physical
entrance to the terminal, video surveillance, gates, and the infrastructure necessary
to check the credentials of the maritime transportation workers requiring unescorted
access to the secure areas of the port. Credentials are typically biometric identification
cards, also known as TWICs (Transport Worker Identification Cards);

b. The cargo handling equipment at shipside and landside, which includes the container
terminal cranes, transport vehicles, and similar conveyances;
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c. An area for intermodal transportation of the containers, such as commercial long-haul
trucks, railways, or even other ships;

d. A terminal operating center, incorporates the financial, communications, customs, IT
security, and other back office functions.
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2.2.3. Container Terminal Operations

Figure 3 presents a modern container terminal [34]. Container terminals work day and
night, and their workload depends on the number of containers in transit. Containers arrive
at the terminal by trains, ships, or trucks and are stored in the terminal yard. Then, they
leave the terminal by the same means to reach their final destination [35]. A ship-to-shore
crane (STS) is a crane that services a container ship by shifting on a rail to reach the assigned
stowage within the same ship and also to move from one ship to the next once the first
one has been completed. STS cranes provide the single most important operation (called
a move) associated with the loading and unloading of a ship and are the only means of
moving containers to or from a ship [36]. To unload a ship, one or several STS cranes
pick up containers from the ship and put them on trailers or shuttle trucks that move
them to the assigned yard positions within the terminal storage area. Automated guided
vehicles (AGV) are also used for the transport of containers from the dock to the yard. To
load a ship, the STS crane unloads a container from the trailer and puts it in the ship. In
automated or semi-automated container terminals, this operation is performed by crane
operators controlling ship-to-shore cranes (STS) from a control room. Optical character
recognition (OCR) technology is used to automatically read and record the container’s ISO
code identification number as it is handled by an STS crane. By automating the handoff of
containers from cranes to vehicles, the process becomes safer for people as there is no need
for checkers or tally workers under the cranes who are responsible for recording container
numbers. More advanced features include damage images, door direction, hazardous
labels, and reading and reporting the drayage truck numbers onto which the container is
transferred [37].
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Containers stacked in a ship are secured in several ways to prevent them from being
damaged at sea. Locking corner castings are placed between stacked containers in non-
cellularized ships to align the containers and provide a place to brace them. The cross braces
are then secured to the floor of the ship, and, finally, the hatch covers are put back in place.
Cellularized ships do not require corner castings or cross braces since permanent guides
and locks (which allow containers to be stored more densely than in non-cellularized cargo
vessels) are already on board [35,36].

Operations in the storage yard are more flexible than STS crane operations. In a storage
yard, gantry cranes, top-pick loaders, or straddle carriers are used to stack containers.
Automated stacking cranes (ASC) are also used. Other transport vehicles include automated
lifting vehicles and unmanned shuttle carriers able to locate the containers and pick them
up from the ground [37]. Automated vehicles may share a common software control
module at the equipment level, often referred to as the equipment control system (ECS), for
handling, for example, safety features and intra-vehicle coordination. An ECS is defined
as the software that monitors and controls all events and processes at the equipment
level, either for a single piece of container handling equipment (CHE) such as an AGV
or a group of CHE. ECS coordinates interactions between different types of automated
equipment [33,37,38].

The container storage area is usually separated into different stacks (or blocks) that are
differentiated into rows, bays, and tiers. Some stack areas are reserved for special containers
like reefers (refrigerated containers), which need electrical connections, dangerous goods,
or overheight/overwidth containers, which do not allow for normal stacking. Often, stacks
are separated into areas for import, export, and empty containers. Even with these many
subdivisions, the efficiency of storage yard equipment is greatly increased by being able
to store only one portion of the yard at a time. To prevent multiple restows or misplaced
containers, the efficient assignment of the location or address of the container is of primary
importance. Without efficient ways to assign container addresses, multiple restows are
likely [39]. Containers are assigned specific addresses before entering the storage yard.
In automated or semi-automated container terminals, intelligent stacking cranes operate
using the optimum path, overlapping horizontal and vertical motion. Multiple ASC cranes
in the yard are coordinated to avoid waiting times, so stacking cranes are able to deliver
variable volumes of containers in a short time. Automated equipment is operated without
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unnecessary accelerations and deaccelerations, and huge energy savings can be made. With
intelligent automation, all the operations of the ACT can be comfortably handled from a
central control room, which makes terminals safer and the working environment more
ergonomic. Remote operation and on-board cameras provide better views than what is
possible from a crane cabin in situations like landing containers on a ship or vehicle or
handling hatch covers close to the ground [37,38].

Another important element of a container terminal is the movement of containers
between the STS cranes and the storage yard. STS cranes unload a ship and place the
containers in trailers or shuttle trucks. These shuttle trucks move the containers to storage
locations in the yard. This operation is a closed loop, as their only function is to shuttle
the containers from the ship to the storage yard. These trucks are local, and they usually
do not leave the terminal. A collection of shuttle trucks is called a gang, and they may
be automated guided vehicles (AGV) in larger terminals. The road network for these
unmanned robotic transport vehicles is defined by electric wires or transponders in the
ground, which enable the accurate positioning of these vehicles [40]. The number of shuttle
trucks also needs to be considered. Too many trucks in the system cause long lines at the
crane and long waiting times for service; conversely, fewer trucks in the system will result
in idle stacking equipment. Containers, which are stored in the storage yard, leave the
terminal on input/output trucks to reach their final destinations. Because of the high cost
of keeping a ship in port, it is important to keep the dock crane operating without delay to
turn the ship around as quickly as possible [38].

A great variety of container terminals exist, mainly depending on what type of han-
dling equipment is used in the system. The decision on which equipment to use depends
on several factors. Space restrictions, economic reasons, and even historical reasons play
an important role. A basic factor is the size of the space that can be used for a terminal. If
space is restricted, gantry cranes to store the containers are preferred. A decision for AGVs
and automated gantry cranes can be made in cases of high labor costs and new terminal
construction. Historical and cultural reasons must be considered if container terminals are
enhanced or modernized. Because space is becoming a scarce resource, a tendency toward
higher storage is to be expected [41].

3. Building a Reference Architecture (RA) for a Cargo Port

In this section, we present several process patterns of cargo ports used to build the
architecture and their relationships; we define their use cases and identify their primary
actors. A process pattern may contain several use cases.

3.1. Process Patterns

Figure 4 presents a pattern diagram relating some of the patterns we would find in
a reference architecture for cargo ports (a pattern diagram shows relationships between
patterns). This diagram includes three process patterns: Ship arrivals or departures de-
scribe the port traffic; port drayage delivers (from local sources) or receives (from ships)
the containers to be stored in the yard, while port loading/unloading performs the ship con-
tainer handling activities. The container terminal’s physical structure describes the physical
zones and buildings found in a container terminal, and it is an architecture pattern, not a
process pattern.

Customs Manager, Financial Services Manager, and Berth Assignment Manager patterns are
not shown for conciseness but are presented in this figure to give a broader perspective.
The Customs Manager pattern may include use cases such as “inspect ship” and “inspect
container”; the Financial Services Manager pattern may include use cases such as “bill
for service to ship” and “bill for transportation services”; the Berth Assignment Manager
pattern may include use cases such as “receive cargo manifesto” and “assign berth”.
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3.2. Use Case Model

A use-case model shows how users interact with the system to solve a problem [42]. A
use case represents a complete interaction between a user and the system and describes how
the system should respond under various conditions to requests from the user [43]. Each
main function in a cargo port is represented as a use case, and each use case is associated
with an actor or a set of actors. An actor represents a user or automated system that may
interact with the system [42,44]. Generally, an actor is a role rather than a specific person;
an actor can be distinguished through his tasks, and a single actor could be associated with
one or more use cases and vice versa [44,45]. In these models, actors correspond to some
of the stakeholders (see Section 3.3). Figure 5 presents a general overview of the system
functions using a UML use case diagram, where the use cases are related to the process
patterns (in color). In automated container terminals, use cases UC5 (Assign Trailer Driver)
and UC10 (Assign Crane Operators) (shaded in purple) in Figure 5 may not apply, as these
activities are substituted by automated guided vehicles (AGVs) and unmanned container
terminal cranes. Use cases not related to the patterns in this figure are part of other cargo
port patterns not covered here.

3.3. Stakeholders

Following is a description of the stakeholders (we show only the stakeholders relevant
to the use cases described here and according to the level of abstraction of this paper). A
more complete port description would have more of them in a cargo port, some of which
are also actors in the use cases we will show later:

1. Port Authority: responsible for the overall administration of the property, terminals,
and other facilities on the port complex.

2. Port Operations Manager: responsible for the efficient use of port facilities and
resources with specific responsibilities for health, safety, and security. The individual
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works closely with regulatory authorities, port operations, and personnel of shipping
lines. Manages resource allocation within the terminals and monitors expenditures.

3. Terminal Operator (leasing company): legal entities that lease from port authorities
their terminal facilities. Either the port authority or the terminal operator will supply
the cranes and other cargo-handling equipment. It depends on the lease agreement
between the port authority and each terminal operator.

4. Terminal Operations Manager: responsible for the planning and administration of
the operations at a port terminal in order to optimize resource use, minimize costs,
and maintain quality standards. Activities associated with the transportation of cargo
include the operation of vessels, cargo handling equipment, locomotives, trucks,
vehicles, and storage and warehousing facilities related to the transportation of cargo.
Assigned by the terminal leasing company.

5. Gate Operations Manager: manage all gate, inter-, and intra-terminal transfer ac-
tivities. Liaison with customers, port authorities, road container haulers, and truck
drivers regarding terminal gate container transactions and transfer activities. As-
signed by the terminal leasing company.

6. Drayage Company: legal entities in charge of intermodal transportation, i.e., tak-
ing containers in and out of warehouses, rail terminals, ocean ports, and harbors.
Assigned by shipping lines or terminal operators.

7. Drayage Truck Driver Scheduler: an individual responsible for scheduling truck
drivers for the drayage transaction (either drop or pick up a container). Assigned by
the drayage company.

8. Drayage Truck Driver: an individual responsible for dropping off or picking up a
container.

9. Terminal Trailer Driver: an individual responsible for moving the container to/from
the ship to the storage area inside the terminal.

10. Crane Operator Scheduler: an individual responsible for assigning crane operators to
load/unload containers to/from the ship. Depending on the contract that the terminal
operator has with the port authority, the crane operator scheduler can be assigned by
the terminal operations manager or the port operations manager.

11. Crane Operator: an individual that controls the operation of the STS crane when
loading and unloading containers to/from a ship from either the crane’s cabin or a
remote control room.

12. Operations Officer: a member of a marine operations team involved in the safe transit
and handling of vessels into and out of the port. The individual may also be involved
in the berthing of vessels, port control and marine services, operation of harbors and
marinas, conservancy, and environmental protection.

13. Security Officer: an individual responsible for the protection of people, properties,
and information at the port.

14. Gate Control Employee: a member of the port authority organization.
15. Harbor Master: an individual or system establishing a berthing schedule consisting

of berthing times and berthing positions of containerships in port container terminals.
The berth schedule must be constructed in a way to satisfy requests from carriers on
berthing times and minimize handling efforts during ship operation.

16. Marine Pilot: an individual employed by a port or harbor to ensure the safe navi-
gation of ships in their waters. Pilots board ships entering or exiting the port and
navigate them safely, avoiding hazards. Pilots may be faced with high-risk cargo,
poor maneuverability, and communication difficulties.

17. Tugboat Pilot: the pilot of a small vessel that helps larger crafts steer in tight spaces
where their engines cannot safely reach full power.
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3.4. Use Cases (UCs)

A description of the use cases in the system follows. The relationship of these use
cases to the process patterns in the previous section is shown in Figure 5, where patterns
are delineated by dashed colored lines.

UC1—Assign Drayage Truck Drivers: Actions taken by the drayage company truck driver
scheduler to assign truck drivers to drop off or pick up containers from the cargo port.
The drayage company may be assigned by the terminal operator (leasing company) or
the shipping line. Actors: terminal operator (leasing company), drayage company truck
driver, scheduler.
UC2—Drop off Export Container: Actions taken by the drayage truck driver and the gate
operations manager to allow entrance to the port and drop off an export container.Actors:
gate operations manager, drayage truck driver.
UC3—Pickup Import Container: Actions taken by the drayage truck driver and the gate
operations manager to allow entrance to the port and pick up an import container. Actors:
gate operations manager, drayage truck driver.
UC4—Assign Container Location: Actions taken by the terminal operations manager
or port operations manager controlling the logistics of the container terminal to assign
container locations. Actors: terminal operations manager; port operations manager.
UC5—Assign Trailer Drivers: Actions taken by the port operations manager to assign
trailer/shuttle drivers to take the containers from the STS cranes to the drop-off point in
the storage yard. Actors: port operations manager.
UC6—Move Container to Ship: Actions taken by the trailer/shuttle driver to take the
container from the storage yard to the ship. Actors: trailer driver.
UC7—Load Container to Ship: Actions taken by crane operators to load outbound con-
tainers onto ships utilizing STS cranes. Actors: crane operator.
UC8—Unload Container from Ship: Actions taken by crane operators to offload inbound
containers from ships utilizing STS cranes. Actors: crane operator.
UC9—Move Container to Storage: Actions taken by the trailer/shuttle driver to take the
container from the ship to the storage yard. Actors: trailer driver.
UC10—Assign Crane Operator: Actions taken by the crane operator scheduler to assign a
crane operator to a specific STS crane. One crane operator may be assigned more than one
STS crane. Actors: crane operator scheduler.
UC11—Enter Physical Zone: Actions taken by an operations officer, a security officer, or
an employee to have access to a specific area in the cargo port. Actors: operations officer,
security officer, employee.
UC12—Assign Access to Zone: Actions taken by the port operations manager to allow
access by an individual to a specific zone. Actors: port operations manager.
UC13—Remove Access to Zone: Actions taken by the port operations manager to remove
access for an individual to a specific zone. Actors: port operations manager.
UC14—Exit Physical Zone: Actions taken by an operations officer, a security officer, or
an employee to exit a specific area in the cargo port. Actors: operations officer, security
officer, employee.
UC15—Assign Harbor Master: Actions taken by port operations to assign a harbor master
to schedule vessel arrivals, departures, and berthing assignments. Actors: port authority.
UC16—Assign Marine Pilot: Actions taken by the harbor master to assign a marine pilot
to direct the ship to the port area. Actors: harbor master.
UC17—Assign Tugboat Pilot: Actions taken by the harbor master to assign a tugboat pilot
in case the ship requires the assistance of a tugboat for performing maneuvers in the port
area and completing entrance and mooring operations. Actors: harbor master.
UC18—Ship Arrival: Actions taken by the harbor master, marine pilot, and tugboat pilot
to bring the ship to port. Actors: harbor master, marine pilot, tugboat pilot.
UC19—Ship Departure: Actions taken by the harbor master, marine pilot, and tugboat
pilot when the ship is departing the port. Actors: harbor master, marine pilot, tugboat pilot.
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4. Patterns in a Cargo Port

Now we show the patterns that we used as building blocks for our cargo port reference
architecture. Patterns may contain one or more use cases. We present partial and updated
descriptions of the patterns using a POSA template [7]; for full descriptions, see the
corresponding references.

4.1. Cargo Port Drayage

The cargo port drayage pattern includes several use cases: UC1: assign truck drivers;
UC2: drop off export containers; and UC3: pickup import containers. In this subsection, we
discuss UC2: drop off export container in detail. This pattern is an update of [15].

4.1.1. Intent

Provide all the needed functions for the delivery and pickup of containers at a maritime
cargo port.

4.1.2. Context

Port drayage refers to the movement of containers between a port terminal and an
inland distribution point or rail terminal. A typical drayage assignment involves either
delivering an export container to a marine terminal or picking up an import container
that has arrived by ship [46]. According to the Intermodal Association of North America
(IANA), there are more than 60 million drayage movements each year in North America.

4.1.3. Problem

Drayage companies take containers in and out of warehouses, rail terminals, ocean
ports, and harbors. Drivers arriving at the entrance gate are anticipating one of the following
transactions: picking up a container or dropping off a container. There may be several
variations in this process, such as dual transactions, trouble window transactions, and
equipment issues. It requires extra time to inspect and accept a container, to receive
instructions on where to take the container within the terminal, and to leave the load
and either start another transaction or leave. Depending on the type of transaction, gate
processing time and associated queueing vary.

The solution to this problem is guided by the following forces:

• Flexibility: several internal and external roles may be involved, i.e., truck operators,
storage area workers and supervisors, crane operators, etc. Resources and devices
used, as well as their corresponding operations, must be flexible to accommodate this
variety of roles [47];

• Usability: the software used to identify the individuals entering the port, their
trucks, and their container contents should be easy to use by roles that do not have
technical backgrounds;

• Alerting: any attempt to deviate from the normal operations of the terminal must
produce an alert and should be logged;

• Logging: any activity should be recorded and logged for future auditing. In general,
every visit should be logged to keep track of any access to the facility. All containers
must be registered and logged;

• Location tracking—we need to be able to find every container. A container in the
wrong place can delay operations.

4.1.4. Solution

Every maritime port container terminal should include port security and access control
functions. Drivers arriving at a maritime terminal entrance gate intend to either drop off
a loaded export or an empty export container and/or pick up a loaded or empty import
container. The variety of external users and the fact that the contents of the containers
are usually not visible present many threats. Continuous checks are required, not only
of the individuals entering the terminal but also of the contents of their trucks. We must
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authenticate drivers and their loads before they enter the terminal. We must log every
container move. All activities need to be recorded for future auditing in case of a security
violation. All truck and container moves need to be recorded using videos to improve
security and operations at the port. The containers need to be tagged, tracked, and their
locations recorded for identification and to prevent the illegal entry of weapons, chemi-
cals, or biological agents, as well as human trafficking. In general, every visit should be
logged. Other transactions may be possible (such as moving trucks without containers
or chassis), but these movements of empty containers or bare chassis are the result of
loaded movements.

4.1.5. Structure

Figure 6 presents the class diagram of a cargo port drayage operation. Quay represents
the platform for loading and unloading ships. GateAccess represents the entrance to the
terminal. Each quay has only one GateAccess since each port terminal has only one gate for
entrance. DrayageTransaction represents a single drayage transaction, where a transaction
implies the delivery or pickup of a container to/from the quay. DrayageTransaction consists
of entities truck, truck driver, and container. For each drayage transaction, there is one truck
driver in charge of one truck and one to two containers, depending on the size of the
containers and whether they drop off and pick up a different one. GateAccess must verify
that the drayage operation is a legitimate one. ImportArea and ExportArea represent the
surfaces on the terminal assigned to stack the containers. Each container has a unique
location in the storage yard, which is represented by ImportLocation or ExportLocation. These
unique locations are kept and updated in the log.
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4.1.6. Dynamics

Figure 7 describes the dynamic aspects of the Secure Cargo Port Drayage pattern using
an activity diagram for the following use case.

Use Case: Drop-off Export Container:
Summary: a truck requests entrance to the maritime cargo port. GateAccess verifies

the identity of the driver, the truck, and its load. GateAccess also verifies that the driver’s
transaction is a legitimate one. The driver obtains the location and proceeds to drop the
container off in the storage yard.

Actors: TruckDriver, GateAccess.
Precondition: The drayage operation information has been previously entered into

the system.
Description:

1. TruckDriver arrives at the terminal entrance.
2. GateAccess authenticates the driver.
3. GateAccess authenticates the truck.
4. GateAccess authenticates the container load.
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5. TruckDriver obtains the location for the drop and proceeds to the storage yard.
6. TruckDriver drops the container in the appropriate location in the storage yard, exits

the terminal, or picks up another container. The log is written, indicating the container
ID and its location.
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Postcondition: A container has been deposited in the port, and the transaction
is recorded.

Other typical use cases include picking up import containers, assigning locations to
the containers, and assigning drivers to the trucks. Typical roles include gate attendant,
storage yard supervisor, storage yard worker, truck driver, and gate access worker.

4.1.7. Implementation

This pattern can be implemented at all gate entrance operations for all ports. Roles
and access rights need to be standard across port terminal locations. A code for each port
drayage operation can be implemented.

To prevent the forgery and image manipulation of documents, we can use image
processing applications that detect irregularities in font and design of inserted words,
spaces between letters, discrepancies in size, crowding, and non-uniformities in the back-
ground [48].

Access to the storage yard should be limited only to the area indicated by the authen-
ticating system [49]. The different areas may have physical separations and gates. Any
deviation should be alerted, reported, and logged.

4.1.8. Known Uses

The ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach, California, USA, are using a similar process
for their port drayage operations. In fact, we used their port drayage process as the basis
for this pattern [50,51].
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The ports of Miami and Fort Lauderdale (Port Everglades), Florida, USA, also apply a
similar process for their port drayage operations.

4.1.9. Consequences

The advantages of this pattern include:

• Flexibility: role-based access control (RBAC) [50] allows us to accommodate several
roles that participate in the system; it allows for all types of users. People performing
the same tasks are given the same rights;

• Usability: easy to use by individuals that do not have technical backgrounds;
• Alerting: we can use the alarm monitoring, security logger, and auditor patterns to

record all activities that are security relevant. Any deviation from normal activities
will be logged, and if necessary, an alert will be displayed;

• Logging: the places where the containers have been placed are registered. All transac-
tions are logged and later audited to assure compliance with security regulations;

• Location Tracking: logging will keep track of locating the containers.

The pattern has some liabilities:

• All the mechanisms needed for the process require extra personnel and maintenance,
and they have an associated extra cost. Containers may have dangerous loads, and
physical measures are needed to detect them, such as X-rays and radiation portal
monitors that may be costly.

4.2. Cargo Port Loading and Unloading

The cargo port loading and unloading pattern includes several use cases, including
UC6: Move Container to Ship; UC7: Load Container to Ship; UC8: Unload Container from
Ship; and UC9: Move Container to Storage. In this subsection, we discuss UC8: Unload
Container from Ship and UC9: Move Container to Storage in detail. This description is an
update of [16].

4.2.1. Intent

This pattern provides the typical functions of a container terminal facility: loading
and unloading of containers to/from a ship.

4.2.2. Context

Port operations and logistics have a significant impact on the economy and inter-
national trade. As international trade increases, ports face pressure to improve their
infrastructure in order to maintain their operations and respond to market demands. In
addition, given the high level of competition, ports must use their resources efficiently
and effectively, which has resulted in increased automation. Port operations refer to the
activities and processes necessary to manage and control a port. Container terminals are
commonly open systems of material flow. In a container terminal, there are three main
areas of operation: seaside operations, yardside operations, and landside operations. A
port logistic system must keep track of many container positions. A log to keep track of all
the container movements must also be kept.

4.2.3. Problem

Traditional ship unloading in ports and terminals varies. There are fully integrated
ship-to-stockyard systems, incorporating STS cranes, AGVs, and automated stacking cranes
for fully dedicated berths. Alternatively, the system for multi-cargo berths operates cranes,
trailers, trucks, and hoppers in the specific stockyards. The main issue is how to do it in an
efficient, safe, and environmentally friendly manner.

The solution to this problem is guided by the following forces:

• Flexibility: a variety of users are involved in ports. They are required to operate
the facility and have assigned roles. Some external users can also have access for
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administrative or management purposes. We need to accommodate this variety
of roles;

• Safety: the equipment has physical limits that cannot be exceeded because they would
get damaged or endanger the port workers;

• Records: we need to record all activities that may need to be audited later to record
any type of violation.

4.2.4. Solution

Ports include loading/unloading facilities such as cranes and storage units. During
unloading, operators move containers from ships to storage units, and during loading,
operators move containers from storage units to ships.

4.2.5. Structure

Figure 8 shows the class diagram of a port loading system, Port-Load. The system is
composed of a set of cranes, several crane operators, and some storage units (warehouses,
bins). In a given moment, this system loads or unloads a set of ships, each one carrying a
set of containers.
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4.2.6. Dynamics

We describe the dynamic aspects of the load/unload container process in a cargo port
terminal using an activity diagram for the following use cases: unload container from ship
and move container to storage.

Activity: Unload Container from a Ship and Move to Storage
Summary: this activity diagram presents all the steps necessary to unload a container

from a ship and move it to an appropriate location in storage. See Figure 9.
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Actors: crane operator, trailer driver.
Precondition: the location of the ship and which crane to operate have been previously

entered in the system.
Description:

1. Crane operator activates the crane.
2. Crane operator picks up container from the ship.
3. Crane operator deposits the container in the trailer.
4. Trailer driver receives the container.
5. Trailer driver takes the container to the stacking crane transfer point.
6. ASC picks up the container and finds its location in storage.
7. ASC deposits container in an appropriate place in storage.
8. Transaction is logged.

Postcondition: a container has been unloaded from a ship and deposited in its corre-
sponding place in storage. The log is updated.

4.2.7. Implementation

We can first consider the physical units. We need to give unique identifiers to all the
cranes, operators, ships, and storage units. These components are relatively unchanging.

After this, we need to define rights for operators and other roles. Their specific
members and rights may change frequently.

While RBAC is not the only option, it is the most used security model in industry
because of its general advantages [52].

Ships are the most variable components; they come and go. Their identifiers may be
outside our control, but we need to know their IDs to authenticate them when they arrive.

4.2.8. Known Uses

Most ports worldwide use this process for the loading and unloading of containers.
In automated container terminals, “trailers” have been replaced by automated guided
vehicles (AGVs), and most container terminal cranes are unmanned and operated by crane
operators from a control room.
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4.2.9. Consequences

The advantages of this pattern include:

• Flexibility: RBAC allows for accommodating any kinds of roles appropriate for all
kinds of users;

• Safety: The equipment’s physical limits can be controlled with safety assertions. Other
assertions can prevent situations that would be dangerous for humans;

• Records: We can use the security logger/auditor pattern to record security-relevant
activities.

The pattern also has some liabilities:

• There is the possibility that containers have dangerous loads, and we need physical
measures to detect them.

4.3. Container Terminal Physical Structure
4.3.1. Intent

Describe the structure of a container terminal in a cargo port, including its zones and
their subdivisions.

4.3.2. Context

Due to the operational characteristics of maritime transportation, port locations are
constrained to a limited array of sites defined mostly by geography. Container terminal
infrastructure, on the other hand, is determined by the cost and size of the port. Con-
tainer terminals work day and night, and they need specific areas to load and unload
ships. They also need areas for storage of the containers and an area to accommodate
transshipment activities.

4.3.3. Problem

To define an infrastructure to keep track of the containers while they are being loaded
or unloaded to/from ships and/or transshipped to other places for distribution. We
need to identify the different areas and their functions. We also need to have a way to
control access.

The solution to this problem is guided by the following forces:

• Flexibility: the description of the physical structure should be flexible and scalable.
The physical units may change their functions, within restrictions, and we may need
more physical units of some type;

• Scalability: the number of buildings and their divisions can change up or down
depending on the amount of work required;

• Upgradability: should allow for changes in the structure to add or remove port functions;
• Physical Security: need to provide a good level of security for cargo port functions.

4.3.4. Solution

Once “maritime access”, which refers to the physical capacity of the site to accommo-
date ship operations, and “maritime interface”, which indicates the amount of space that is
available to support these operations, are satisfied by a proposed port site, the surrounding
land is divided for the construction of the port. The port site must have infrastructure
such as docks, stacking or storage areas, warehouses, and equipment such as cranes, some
by the water to unload the ships and some by the storage areas and warehouses to move
and store the containers. Depending on the size of the port and the services provided, we
determine the number of employees and the number of buildings needed for offices.

4.3.5. Structure

Figure 10 shows the static structure of a container terminal and the relationships
among its components. Class Port represents all the terminals or docks in our cargo
port. Terminal, TransportMean, Area, and Crane classes represent the physical components.
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Terminal represents the docks of the cargo port, and TransportMean represents all the
transportation means within the port: trucks moving containers in and out of the terminal,
railroad trains carrying the containers in and out of the terminal, or possibly another ship.
Class Area represents several surfaces in the terminal; StorageArea represents the area to
park the containers; BufferArea, a temporary storage area; Crane represents all types of
cranes: ship-to-shore cranes that service the ship; YardCrane and StackingCrane employed
to stack the containers.
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4.3.6. Implementation

This pattern can be implemented for all existing and new container terminals. There
are a variety of possible implementations to take advantage of technological advances.

Remote crane operations are becoming more popular in yard operations and in ship-
to-shore cranes. The cranes are being fitted with advanced automation and remote control.

4.3.7. Known Uses

Most ports worldwide have the infrastructure and container handling equipment
presented in this pattern. The ports of Los Angeles [50] and Long Beach in California,
USA [51], as well as the ports of Miami and Port Everglades in Fort Lauderdale [53],
present the described infrastructure.

Port Everglades is the #1 seaport in Florida by revenue as well as one of the top
container ports in the state. The port is also South Florida’s main seaport for petroleum
products, including gasoline, jet fuel, and alternative fuels. It has 44 available berths with a
draft depth of 44 ft. Port Everglades’ existing seven gantry cranes in the Southport area,
where most of the containerized cargo operations take place, are 151 feet high and can
reach containers stacked six high on deck and sixteen containers across [53]. As part of
its expansion program (fall 2020), they have currently purchased an additional six Super
Post-Panamax container gantry cranes, the largest of their kind worldwide. On November
17, Broward County’s Port Everglades received three. In comparison with the existing
ones, the three 175-foot-high gantry cranes, valued at $13.8 million each, have the ability to
handle containers stacked nine high from a ship’s deck and reach 22 containers across. This
will enable the port to handle larger ships and gain economies of scale [53].
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4.3.8. Consequences

The advantages of this pattern include:

• Flexibility: this pattern is flexible enough that we can add other types of cranes and
other types of areas to store the containers, i.e., areas to handle refrigerated containers,
areas to store liquids, etc;

• Scalability: this pattern provides for any amount of container handling equipment, ve-
hicles used to move the containers around the terminal, and storage areas, depending
on the amount of work required;

• Upgradability: this pattern allows for any changes in functionality, such as adding or
removing port functions;

• Physical Security: access of personnel to specific areas can be controlled using autho-
rization models [17,52].

The pattern has some liabilities:

• This pattern does not detect dangerous loads, and physical measures are needed to
detect them, such as X-rays and radiation portal monitors that may be costly.

4.4. Ship Arrivals and Departures

Ship arrival and departure patterns include several use cases, including UC15: Assign
Harbor Master; UC16: Assign Marine Pilot; UC17: Assign Tugboat Pilot; UC18: Ship Arrival;
and UC19: Ship Departure. In this subsection, we discuss UC18: Ship Arrival in detail. The
activities pertaining to the ship and the ship crew prior to arrival are not covered in this
pattern; only the actions required when arriving at port are.

4.4.1. Intent

Arriving and departing ships must be taken to/from their predefined port locations
(berths) in a safe manner.

4.4.2. Context

Cargo ports have several locations to hold ships for loading/unloading (berths). These
locations must be assigned in advance but can be changed depending on the conditions of
the port or berth availability.

4.4.3. Problem

Arrival at a port and departure from a port are two separate but very important aspects
of a ship’s voyage. Both of these procedures are critical and involve a number of different
complexities in them. Arriving at some ports may require going through narrow or busy
seaways where navigation may be difficult.

The solution to this problem is guided by the following forces:

• Availability: berth facilities must be assigned in advance and in such a way as to
minimize ship stays in the port;

• Scalability: the number of provisioned, designated locations to dock in a port should
vary depending on the traffic of vessels to the port. New berths can be provisioned for
loading/unloading as needed;

• Berth Scheduling: berth scheduling should be based on the priority of resource alloca-
tion and a comparison of the vessel and berth data. How to assign its berth time and
position is of great importance to improving the level of port services and reducing
the port’s cost of production;

• Safety and Port Integrity: arrival and departure procedures should ensure the safety
of the ship’s arrival and departure, both for the people on board as well as those at
the seaport. Most of the collisions and groundings of ships are reported during the
maneuvering of the vessels in port, and hence the maneuvering operation at port
arrival or departure is considered the most crucial time a ship faces in her voyage. The
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availability of marine pilots and tugboats should ensure the avoidance of physical
damage [54].

4.4.4. Solution

Before entering the port area, the ship is required to contact the port authority regard-
ing its estimated time of arrival (ETA), give particulars of the ship and her cargo, check for
berth availability, and request a marine pilot to direct it to the port area. The ship may also
require the assistance of a tugboat for maneuvering inside the port area and completing
entrance and mooring operations. Similar operations are carried out when the ship leaves
the port area [53].

All berthing, unberthing, and maneuvering of vessels within the port limits must be
done under the supervision of a marine pilot. It is the duty of the Harbor Master to inform
the pilot of any special conditions, difficulties, or weather conditions.

4.4.5. Structure

In Figure 11, the class Port contains a set of berths—the multiple areas for docking in a
port. For each object of class Berth, there are multiple stays of a ship in a berth. Each instance
of ShipStay can be an Arrival or a Departure, representing either a ship’s arrival or departure.
Multiple objects of the class Tugboat can be associated with multiple objects of the class Ship.
The associations between ships and tugboats are temporary and described by instances of
the mediator pattern [8]. Each object of Berth is assigned a schedule, BerthSchedule.
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4.4.6. Dynamics

UC “ship arrival” is executed as a series of steps described below. Figure 12 shows the
sequence diagram for the arrival of the ship at the port.

UC: Ship Arrival
Summary: a ship arrives at a port.
Actors: ship master, harbor master, marine pilot, and tugboat pilot.
Preconditions: ships’ times of arrival are known. Assignments of berths to arriving

ships, of pilots to ships, and/or of tugboats must be predefined.
Description:

1. Ship master contacts harbor master and requests access to the port.
2. Harbor master checks the berthing schedule.
3. Harbor master grants access for ships to berth.
4. Ship master requests a marine pilot to bring the ship to port.
5. Harbor master grants request to send marine pilot.
6. Ship master requests a tugboat for maneuvering vessel in port.
7. Harbor master grants request to send tugboat pilot and tugboat to assist ship.
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8. Ship master informs ship docked in berth.

Postcondition: A ship successfully docks at the port.
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4.4.7. Implementation

Starting in 2001, ships and ports started to install automatic identification system (AIS)
equipment. AIS transmitters on board the ships automatically report the arrival and depar-
ture times to the port authorities. This technology is primarily used to avoid collisions and
increase port security. At the present time, AIS devices have not been installed in all ships
and ports, but most major ports and the largest ships are included. AIS provides a means
for ships to electronically send data, including vessel identification, position, speed, and
course. AIS uses global positioning systems (GPS) in conjunction with shipboard sensors
and digital VHF radio communication equipment to automatically exchange navigation
information electronically and to monitor vessel location and movement primarily for
traffic management, collision avoidance, and other safety applications [55–57].

4.4.8. Known Uses

The ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach in the USA use this process for ship arrivals
and departures. Most ports worldwide, such as the port of Shanghai and the port of
Singapore, also use this process for ship arrivals and departures.

Additionally, Port Everglades and the Port of Miami use AIS for vessel tracking [53]. AIS
tracking websites (e.g., Marine Traffic) operate over 2000 AIS stations in over 165 countries
across the globe.

4.4.9. Consequences

The advantages of this pattern include:

• Availability: port facilities work 24 h a day. By previously scheduling with the harbor
master, vessels can arrive at a port at any time. Ports are always open and available to
vessels when needed;
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• Scalability: ports and harbor masters provision berths for vessels to dock depending
on traffic and the number of vessels entering the port;

• Berth scheduling: proper berth assignment and scheduling ensure that the vessel
characteristics are compatible with the characteristics of the berth to which the ves-
sel is scheduled. It improves the level of port services and reduces the port’s cost
of production;

• Safety and port Integrity: arrival and departure procedures ensure that the essential
safety steps are followed both for the people on board as well as those at the seaport.
Most of the collisions and consequent grounding of ships are avoided by utilizing
experienced marine pilots and tugboat pilots to aid in the mooring of a vessel.

The pattern has some liabilities:

• Having experienced marine pilots and tugboats reserved and waiting to help the ships
dock increases the cost of running the port.

5. A Reference Architecture for a Cargo Port

Now that we have seen the different conceptual units that together make up a cargo
port system, we can show its corresponding reference architecture. See Figure 13. This RA
combines the patterns shown earlier and includes the process patterns, stakeholders, and
use cases described above. In this RA, we included the patterns for: loading and unloading
of containers to/from a ship at a cargo port loading facility [16]; a pattern for the delivery
of cargo port containers (drayage) [15]; a pattern for ship arrivals and departures; and a
pattern for a container terminal physical structure [58]. Patterns may exhibit overlapping
classes. As indicated earlier, this is not a complete RA for cargo ports.
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A brief explanation of the architecture follows: a typical cargo port, Port, contains
many container terminals, Quay. Each container terminal should include port security and
access control functions. Drivers arriving at the entrance, GateAccess, intend to either pick
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up or drop off a container, destined for import or export, respectively. The movement
of containers between a port terminal and an inland distribution point or rail terminal
is referred to as port drayage. Each single port drayage transaction is an instance of
DrayageTransaction. For each drayage transaction, there is one TruckDriver in charge of a
Truck and a Container. Ports include loading and unloading facilities such as Cranes and
Storage units. During unloading, CraneOperators move containers from Ships to storage
units; during loading, crane operators move containers to ships. CraneSchedulers are in
charge of assigning crane operators to cranes. StorageManager is in charge of assigning
storage locations and warehousing facilities. Employees are members of the Port Authority
organization. Arrival at a port and departure from a port are two separate but very
important aspects of a ship’s voyage. Both of these procedures are critical and involve a
number of different complexities. ShipStay represents each stay of a Ship in a berth, either an
Arrival or a Departure. The ship may also require the assistance of a Tugboat for maneuvering
inside the port area and completing entrance and mooring operations. Similar operations
are carried out when the ship leaves the port area. Multiple tugboats can be associated with
multiple ships. The associations between ships and tugboats are temporary. TransportMean
represents all the transportation means: trucks moving containers in and out of the terminal,
railroad trains carrying the containers in and out of the terminal, or possibly other ships.
We do not claim completeness in this RA, but it can be used as a framework to guide the
design of the cargo port system.

6. Validation of the RA

RA and patterns are abstract models, not software, and such models cannot be eval-
uated in terms of performance, reliability, or security using traditional experimentation
or testing methods [20,26]; it does not make sense to experimentally validate an instance
of a pattern or RA because evaluating its properties verifies them only for that instance,
not for all the instances of the pattern or RA. On the other hand, other criteria can be used
to validate RA and patterns. We can validate abstract models’ completeness by compar-
ing an RA model to models of commercial cargo port systems, explicitly comparing the
fundamental components of our cargo port RA with the elements of these systems. If
the RA includes all the fundamental features and functions offered by existing cargo port
architectures, it means the abstractions faithfully represent their key aspects. Our patterns
include “Known Uses” subsections, which indicate examples of commercial cargo port
models where we have verified, pattern by pattern, that all the components of our RA are
present in these ports. We studied descriptions of the ports of Shanghai, China; Singapore;
Rotterdam, Netherlands; Los Angeles, Long Beach, Miami, and Everglades, USA; all these
ports represent modern ports, including automation and other advances. Following a
standard way to find patterns [7,8], the first four ports were used to build the patterns,
and the other three were selected to confirm that real ports used these patterns. None
of these descriptions used patterns or UML, so we needed to abstract their components
and functions.

In general, specific patterns are normally evaluated by submitting them to a pattern
conference. In these conferences, a pattern paper is developed with the help of a shepherd
and then discussed in a workshop of about 8–12 subject matter experts. The pattern is
exposed for criticism, revised, and then published. In terms of precision, we created
our RA through UML modeling and a well-defined pattern template for describing the
pattern solutions. This method is widely used in the software engineering discipline and
is regarded as more precise as compared to other representations such as textual or block
diagram-based representations.

In addition, we have presented our work in several architecture-oriented meetings,
such as Pattern Languages of Programming (PLoP) conferences, open Web application
security project (OWASP) meetings, and in the pattern language community, where we
received significant feedback on the usefulness and benefits of this work. Ultimately, the final
validation of this work will come from practitioners using it to build concrete architectures.
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Another type of validation refers to the usefulness of the RA [23,26,59], shown in
Section 7.

7. Value and Use of the Reference Architecture in Cargo Port Design and Operation

The design of a cargo port is a major endeavor and is performed in three basic stages:
A conceptual design is done first for deciding aspects such as location, capacity, personnel,
cost, regulations, etc. [60]. This is followed by a detailed design indicating the number
and placement of buildings, number of cranes, level of automation, functional distribution
of zones, interactions with external organizations, compliance with regulations, security
requirements, etc. [61,62]. Finally, the software design of the complete facility is done, for
which our reference architecture would be used. This stage involves experts in ports, CPSs,
and software (architects and developers). The increasing automation of ports requires an
increasing amount of software to coordinate and monitor operations as well as describe the
functions of the components [63].

As indicated earlier, Martínez-Fernández et al. [59] addressed the benefits and draw-
backs of using RAs in industry practice from the perspective of different stakeholders
involved in their design and usage. They estimated the value and risks of building and
using an RA for a particular domain. Their study revealed that not all organizations realize
the theoretical benefits of RAs; most only realize a subset of these benefits. They revealed
that one main drawback was the additional learning curve experienced by application
developers who use the RA, causing higher time to market and high complexity when they
do not aim to facilitate the development of applications. They concluded that different
stakeholders present different concerns. For software architects, standardization and relia-
bility were the key benefits of using RAs, whereas for application developers, it was the
use of the latest technologies. Buccaioni et al. [23] give a list of the advantages of having a
reference architecture for enterprises.

Some of the practical uses of a model like ours include:

1. RAs aggregate knowledge and design expertise in a specific domain [23]. This knowl-
edge can be reused to build new ports and improve existing ones.

2. Holistic and unified models such as RAs are useful for gaining understanding of
a complex system and its limitations. Cargo ports are very complex systems, and
having an abstract architecture free of implementation details is very important to
understanding the system.

3. An RA serves as a way to decompose a complex system into simpler and more
coherent parts that can be assigned to different types of specialists.

4. Automation is now a basic objective to increase efficiency and reduce costs, and an RA
can provide a perspective on how the automation of parts of the system contributes
to the efficiency of port operation.

5. UML models used to represent the RA provide more precision as compared to other
descriptions such as block diagrams.

6. We can contribute to the standardization of concrete architectures by using the RA as
a template. Standardization can accelerate automation and reduce costs [63].

7. An RA serves as a way to unify terminology and make it easier to train the developers,
system architects, and administrators so they become familiar with the platforms
and processes.

8. Abstract representational models of the cargo port components in the RA help address
heterogeneity; this is accomplished by focusing on the general categories of the system
and grouping them on the basis of similarities in structure and functionality.

9. We can identify common functionalities and configurations to encourage reuse in
new projects.

10. RAs support interoperability among different applications and their components by
establishing common mechanisms for information exchange.

11. RAs can serve as a guideline to indicate where to add defenses for the expected threats
and for adding security monitoring in the physical port.
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12. Security, compliance, privacy, safety, reliability, and governance can all be improved
by the use of these models. For example, the analysis of threats in complex systems
can be done systematically with the help of RAs [17].

13. RAs can guarantee the compliance of real architectures with RAs and regulatory
requirements [3,23]. Once a new architecture is built, we can test if it follows the
structure and policies of its corresponding RA.

8. Related Work

We enumerate now work that helps provide a perspective on our work.

8.1. Papers That Use Patterns and/or UML Models to Describe CPS Architectures

Maidl et al. [64] describe a UML RA for CPSs oriented to analyze security. It describes
typical aspects of CPSs such as sensors, interfaces, and networks, from which a deployment
diagram for a control system is derived.

Gottschalk et al. [4], using UML models and MDE, defined an RA for smart grids.
Another paper in that group relates CPSs to systems of systems [25].

Hehenberger et al. [65] is a survey paper that provides an overview of different types of
CPSs and the transition process from mechatronics to CPS. It indicates that methodologies
for CPS design should be part of a multi-disciplinary development process within which
designers should focus not only on the separate physical and computational components
but also on their integration and interaction.

Tan et al. [66] use a service-oriented architecture (SOA) style to design CPSs, including
patterns, but their approach is oriented toward the dynamic composition of services [67].
They also propose a SOA architecture described using a block diagram.

La et al. [68] present a 3-tier Software Oriented Architecture (SOA) and define in detail
the components of this architecture. Their tiers include the environmental tier for the target
physical environment, the control tier for making decisions about networked physical
devices, and the service tier for managing reusable services. They use UML sequence
diagrams to describe the system components.

RAs using patterns have been very effective in describing other complex non-CPS
and IoT systems. A pattern-based RA for a cloud system is presented in [69,70], and a
network function virtualization (NFV) RA is presented in [71]. In Syed et al. [47], the
authors defined an RA for a cloud ecosystem that described at an abstract level the main
features of the cloud system and showed the relationships between containers, the cloud,
and IoT ecosystems.

Seiger et al. [14] consider models for CPS processes, described using UML class
diagrams; they could be used in the structure of a CPS RA.

None of these architectures considers cargo ports, but [64] has aspects that would
apply to the implementation aspects of ports. Seiger’s models [14] could be useful to extend
the RA.

8.2. Architectures of Transportation Systems

A work discusses the construction of the infrastructure as a collaborative network
of stakeholders offering business services based on a single contract [72]. Other authors
discuss a service-oriented approach to modeling Port Community Systems (PCS) as an elec-
tronic platform linking the multiple systems operated by private and public organizations
(enterprises and government institutions) in a complex service system network required to
coordinate flows of merchandise, property rights, payments, and information in the global
supply chain. Their approach is to provide tools to describe the service-based relation-
ships of the actors, and to understand how each contributes to improving the efficiency
of the network [73–75]. The last two studies use a collaborative multi-agent framework.
Thurston et al. [67] present a port layout to reduce the time spent by ships in a port. This
last work can be considered a complement to the port structure pattern shown in this paper,
but the others have very different objectives.
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Cargo ports are part of maritime transportation systems, and these papers could be
useful to extend our models, although none of them provides architectural models.

8.3. Architectures Proposed as Part of Descriptions of CPSs or Development Methodologies

The literature mentions the possibility of using domain models for CPSs, but no details
are given. Refs. [76–81] all give basic block diagram architectures with short descriptions
of the units. Spichkova in [82] introduces a development methodology for CPSs focusing
on the abstraction levels of the system model, based on the idea of refinement-based
development of complex, interactive systems. Krotofil and Gollmann describe the layered
structure of CPSs [83].

8.4. Architectures for Other Types of CPSs

Microsoft defined an RA for smart grids [84], and a more up-to-date architecture
for smart grids is given in [4], mentioned above. Verissimo et al. [73] describe a security
architecture for smart grids emphasizing reliability. Autosar and Industry 4.0 are important
architectures for vehicles and manufacturing, respectively. Several RAs for IoT are given
in [13], while Guth et al. used an RA to compare IoT platforms [85].

All these architectures are too general (CPSs or IoT in general) or apply to other CPSs,
not cargo ports.

8.5. Papers about Quality Aspects of CPSs

A very important quality aspect is security. Our complementary paper [17] shows the
design of a security reference architecture (SRA). We discussed a variety of threats, including:

Drop container, which could destroy the container, kill humans, and damage the ship.
Misplace container, which would make it very difficult to find it later.
Accelerate the crane beyond its limit, which could destroy it.
Denial of service [17,86], where the system is flooded with messages that do not allow

it to perform useful work.
Other threats, indicated by one of the referees, complement our threats and include:
False data injection [87,88], can affect sensor readings and provide a crane operator

with incorrect crane positions that could cause a crane to place a container in the wrong
place or cause a crane crash.

Preventing actuation attacks [89] prevents the exchange of information between a
controller and its actuators.

More threats are discussed in [90].
Martínez-Fernández et al. [59] addressed the benefits and drawbacks of using RAs in

industry practice from the perspective of different stakeholders involved in their design
and usage. We used their work in Section 7.

8.6. Papers about Development Methodologies for CPSs

Reference architectures and patterns are artifacts used in model-driven develop-
ment methodologies. Some authors have proposed specific methodologies for CPSs:
Hehenberger et al. [65] use SysML (a variant of UML), J.C. Jensen et al. [91] propose
a model-based approach, Spichkova et al. [82] propose a multilevel semiformal model,
Jacky uses formal models [92], and Karsai et al. propose a layered architecture [93].

In summary, our patterns and RA, as well as the methodology we used to build them,
are original and useful for architects and developers building software for cargo ports. The
RA captures semantic aspects unique to this type of CPS and has been the basis of a security
RA [17].

9. Conclusions and Future Work

We have applied architectural modeling using patterns and reference architectures to
build the reference architecture of a specific cyber-physical system, a transportation system,
namely, a cargo port. We have verified that no other reference architecture exists for cargo
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ports. Existing RAs model the lower levels of a CPS but do not capture the semantics of
specific port operations, a basic feature of our models. The method presented in this paper
of using patterns to build the reference architecture provides not only a holistic and unified
view of the system to users, developers, and researchers, but it is also fundamental to
handling the cross-domain complexity of this type of system. A reference architecture is
an ongoing process. The model presented here is just a step toward achieving a precise
architectural representation; other use cases and components need to be defined as patterns
to complete the architecture. Building a complete RA is a very large enterprise, not feasible
for a two-person team; therefore, we just intended to define the methodology to build such
architectures and build part of it to illustrate this methodology. The complete architecture
has many similar components that just differ from others in small details, so building a
complete architecture, while important for an enterprise, is not particularly interesting from
a research point of view. In parallel work, we have built a security reference architecture
for cargo ports [17]. Our architecture considers only the application level, but it can be
extended to become a multilevel architecture such as Industry 4.0 or SGAM. RAs can be
used as part of a model-driven methodology to build systems; we have proposed such a
methodology for distributed systems [94], where our patterns and RAs could be used to
build CPSs. We have used UML for our models, a semi-formal approach, but ontologies
can be derived from patterns and RAs to have formal descriptions of this RA, which may
be in our future work.
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